GOVERNMENT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
dated March 9, 2022 No. 312, MOSCOW
On the introduction on a temporary basis of a permissive procedure for export certain types of
goods outside the territory Russian Federation
In pursuance of subparagraph "b" of paragraph 1 of the Decree of the President of the Russian
Federation of March 8, 2022 No. 100 "On the application in order to ensure security of the Russian
Federation special economic measures in the field of foreign economic activity" the Government of
the Russian Federation decides:
1. Install until December 31, 2022 inclusive permit procedure for export outside the territory of the
Russian Federation on the territory of the member states of the Eurasian Economic Union, The
Republic of Abkhazia and the Republic of South Ossetia of certain types agricultural machinery and
parts to it according to the list according to Appendix No. 1, certain types of vehicles, their parts and
components according to the list in accordance with Appendix No. 2, certain types industrial products
according to the list in accordance with Appendix No. 3, certain types of telecommunications
equipment, parts and materials according to the list in accordance with Appendix No. 4 and certain
types laboratory, mining, exploration, geophysical equipment and parts to it according to the list in
accordance with Appendix No. 5 (hereinafter - the permissive procedure).
2. The measure provided for in paragraph 1 of this decision, does not apply:
• for goods originating from the territory of the Russian Federation, accompanied by a certificate
of origin in the form ST-1;
• for goods exported from the territory of the Russian Federation in the framework of international
transit traffic starting and ending outside the territory of the Russian Federation;
• on goods transported between parts of the territory of the Russian Federations through the
territories of foreign states;
• on goods exported from the territory of the Russian Federation for the purpose of ensuring the
activities of military formations of the Russian Federations located on the territories of foreign
states;
• for goods exported under licenses of the Federal Service on technical and export control, on
licenses and lists Federal Service for Military-Technical Cooperation, according to the lists
approved by the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federations; on goods (regardless of their
origin) exported to the Donetsk People's Republic and the Lugansk People's Republic;
• on goods exported from the territory of the Russian Federation for the purpose of ensuring the
activities of organizations of the Russian Federation, located in Baikonur (Republic of Kazakhstan)
and on the territory complex "Baikonur";
• on vehicles of international transportation;
• on goods exported by individuals for personal use.
3. Permissive procedure for the export of certain species agricultural machinery and parts to it,
included in Annex No. 1 to this resolution, is implemented through issued by the Ministry of
Agriculture of the Russian Federation export permits.
Permissive procedure for the export of certain types of vehicles means, their parts and components
included in Appendix No. 2 to this resolution, is implemented through the issuance of Ministry of
Transport of the Russian Federation export permits.
Permissive procedure for the export of certain types of industrial products included in Appendix No.
3 to this Decree, implemented through the issuance by the Ministry of Industry and trade of the
Russian Federation export permits. Permissive procedure for the export of certain species

telecommunications equipment, parts and materials included in Annex No. 4 to this resolution, is
implemented through issuance by the Ministry of Digital Development, Communications and Mass
communications of the Russian Federation export permits.
Permissive procedure for the export of certain types of laboratory, mining, exploration, geophysical
equipment and parts to it, included in Appendix No. 5 to this resolution, implemented through the
issuance by the Ministry of Natural Resources and ecology of the Russian Federation export permits.
4. To the federal executive authorities indicated in paragraph 3 of this resolution, within 3 days to
approve procedures for issuing appropriate export permits and ensure issuance of such permits to
participants in foreign economic activities.
5. To the Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation notify the Eurasian Economic
Commission on the introduction of the licensing procedure.
6. This Resolution shall enter into force on the day of its official publication.

APPENDIX No. 1
Certain types of agricultural machinery and parts to it, for which, on a temporary basis,
there is an export permit procedure
4416 00 00

Barrels, barrels, vats, tubs and other cooperage products and parts thereof, of wood,
including riveting

7309 00

Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers, of ferrous metals, for any substances
(except compressed or liquefied gas) with a capacity of more than 300 liters, lined with
or thermal insulation or without them, but without mechanical or heating equipment
Tanks, barrels, drums, canisters, boxes and similar containers, of ferrous metals, for any
substances (except compressed or liquefied gas) with a capacity not exceeding 300 litres,
lined or with or without thermal insulation, but without mechanical or heating equipment
with a capacity of 50 litres or more

7310 10 00

8421 11 00
8421 22 00
8422 20 00 9
8422 30 000 8

8427
8428 90 71
8428 90 78
8432

Milk separators
Filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus drinks other than water
Machinery for washing or drying bottles or other other containers
Equipment for filling, closing bottles, cans, closing boxes, bags or other containers, for
their sealing or labelling; equipment for hermetic sealing with caps or bottle caps, cans,
tubes and similar containers; equipment for other carbonated beverages
Fork lift trucks; other carts, equipped with a lifting or handling equipment
Loaders specially designed for use in agriculture

8474 20 00

Agricultural, horticultural or forestry for soil preparation and cultivation; lawn or sports
field rollers
Harvesting or threshing machinery agricultural crops, including balers, straw balers or
hay; mowers or lawn mowers; machines for cleaning, sorting or grading eggs, fruit or
other agricultural products other than machinery heading 8437
Milking plants and apparatus, milking equipment milk processing and processing
Presses, crushers and similar machinery for winemaking, cider, fruit juice or similar drinks
Equipment for agriculture, horticulture, forestry, poultry or beekeeping, including
equipment for germinating seeds with mechanical or heating devices, other; poultry
incubators and brooders
Machinery for cleaning, sorting or grading seed, grains or dry legumes; equipment for
flour milling industry or processing cereals or dry leguminous vegetables, other than
equipment, used on agricultural farms
Equipment for industrial preparation or production of foodstuffs or beverages, in another
place of this group is not named or not included, other than extraction equipment or
cooking animal fats or oils origin or non-volatile fats or oils vegetable or microbiological
origin
Grinding or grinding machines

8514 19 10

Bakery and confectionery ovens

8701

Tractors (other than tractors of heading 8709)

9027 50 00

Instruments and apparatus based on action optical radiation (ultraviolet, visible part of
the spectrum, infrared), other

8433

8434
8435
8436

8437

8438

APPENDIX No. 2
Certain types of vehicles, their parts and components, for which, on a temporary basis,
there is export permit procedure
8208

Knives and cutting blades for machinery or mechanical fixtures

8408 90
8409 10 00
8411
8412

Other engines
Parts for aircraft engines
Turbojet and turboprop engines, gas other turbines
Other engines and power plants

8801 00
8802

Balloons and airships; gliders, hang gliders and others non-powered aircraft
Other aircraft (for example, helicopters, aircraft), except for unmanned aerial vehicles
heading 8806; spacecraft (including satellites) and suborbital and space launch vehicles
Parachutes (including guided parachutes and paragliders) and rotochutes; their parts and
accessories
Aircraft launch equipment; deck braking or similar devices; ground flight simulators; their
parts
Unmanned aerial vehicles
Propellers and rotors and parts thereof
Chassis and parts thereof
Other parts of airplanes, helicopters or unmanned aerial vehicles aircraft

8804 00 00
8805
8806
8807 10 00
8807 20 00
8807 30 00
8901
8902 00
8903
8904 00
8905

8906
8907
8908 00 00

Cruise ships, excursion ships, ferries, cargo ships, barges and similar vessels for the
carriage passengers or cargo
Fishing boats; floating bases and other vessels for processing and preservation of fish
products
Yachts and other craft for recreation or sport; rowboats and canoes
Tugs and pushers
Lightships, fireboats, dredgers, floating cranes and other floating craft for which navigable
qualities are secondary to compared to their main function; floating docks;
floating or submerged drilling rigs or operational platforms
Other ships, including warships and salvage ships other than rowing boats
Other floating structures (e.g. rafts, floating tanks, caissons, landing stages, buoys and
buoys)
Ships and other floating structures intended for scrapped

APPENDIX No. 3
Certain types of industrial products for which
on a temporary basis, a permissive procedure for the export is introduced
3815 19 90

Reaction initiators, reaction accelerators and catalysts, not elsewhere specified or not
included

6804 22

Millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and similar products without supporting
structures, for grinding, sharpening, polishing, trimming or cutting, stones for hand
sharpening or polishes and parts thereof, of natural stone, of agglomerated natural or
artificial abrasives or ceramics, complete with parts made of other materials or without
these parts
Glassware for laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical purposes, graduated or
uncalibrated, calibrated or uncalibrated

7017

7311 00

Containers for compressed or liquefied gas, black metals

8205

Hand tools (including diamond glass cutters), not elsewhere specified or included; (except
soldering lamps; vices, clamps and similar products other than accessories and parts of
machine tools or water jet cutting machines; anvils; forges portable; grinding wheels
with support designs, with manual or foot drive
Interchangeable working tools for manual tools, with or without mechanical drive or for
machine tools (for example, for pressing, punching, punching, threading, drilling, boring,
broaching, milling, turning machining or screwdriving), including dies for metal drawing
or extruding tools for drilling in rock or soil
Plates, bars, points and the like tool articles not mounted on them, cermet

8205 59)
8207
(except
8207 19)
8209 00
8401
8402
8403
8404

8405
(except
8405 10 00)
8406
8407
8408

Nuclear reactors; fuel elements (fuel elements), non-irradiated, for nuclear reactors;
equipment and devices for isotope separation
Steam boilers or other steam generating boilers (except water boilers for central heating,
also able to produce low pressure steam); superheated water boilers
Boilers for central heating, other than commercial boilers items 8402
Accessories for use with boilers of heading 8402 or 8403 (for example, economizers,
superheaters, soot removers, gas recuperators); capacitors for steam or other steam
power plants
Gas generators or water gas generators with cleaning plants or without them; acetylene
and similar gas generators gas generators with purification plants or without them

Steam turbines and other steam turbines
Internal combustion engines with spark ignition, rotary or reciprocating piston
Reciprocating internal combustion engines with compression ignition (diesels or semidiesels)
8409
Parts intended solely or principally as for engines of heading 8407 or 8408
8410
Hydraulic turbines, water wheels and regulators for them.
8411
Turbojet and turboprop engines, gas other turbines
8412
Other engines and power plants
(except 8412 29)

8413
8414

8415

8416
8417
8418
8419
(except
8419 40 00)

8420
8421
(except
8421 11 00,
8421 21 00,
8421 22 00
8421 29 00)
8422
(except
8422 20 00
30 00 08)
8423

8424

8425
8426
8428
(except
8428 90 71
8428 90 78)
8429

Pumps for liquids, with or without flow meters; liquid lifters:
Air or vacuum pumps, air or gas compressors and fans; ventilation or recirculating fume
hoods or cabinets with fan, with or without filters; gas-tight biological cabinets security
with or without filters
Air conditioning units, equipped with a motorized fan and devices for changing
temperature and humidity air, including air conditioners, in which the humidity cannot
be adjusted separately
Furnace burners for liquid fuel, atomized solid fuel or for gas; mechanical furnaces,
including their mechanical grates, mechanical ash removers and similar devices
Industrial or laboratory furnaces and furnaces, including incinerators, non-electric
Refrigerators, freezers and other refrigeration or freezing equipment, electric or other
types; heat pumps, except for installations for air conditioning of heading 8415
Machinery, industrial equipment or laboratory with electric or non-electric (
by heating (excluding ovens, chambers and other equipment of heading 8514) for
processing materials in the process with temperature change, such as heating, boiling,
roasting, distilling, rectification, sterilization, pasteurization, steaming, drying,
evaporating, condensing or refrigeration, except for machines and equipment used for
domestic purposes; flow or storage water heaters (capacitive), non-electric
Calenders or other roller machines other than machines for working metal or glass, and
rolls for them
Centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers; equipment and devices for filtering or
purification of liquids or gases

Dishwashers; washing equipment or drying bottles or other containers; equipment
for filling, capping bottles, jars, closing boxes, bags or other containers for their sealing
or labelling; equipment for hermetic sealing with caps or lids bottles, jars, tubes and 8421
similar containers; packing or wrapping machinery (including shrink wrapping
equipment packaging material) other; equipment for carbonated beverages:
Weighing equipment (other than scales sensitivity of 0.05 g or better), including counters
or control machines powered by gravity of the weighed load; weights for
scales of all types
Mechanical devices (hand operated or without it) for throwing, splashing or spraying
liquids or powders; fire extinguishers charged or uncharged; spray guns and similar
devices; steam blasting or sandblasting and similar throwing devices
Hoists and hoists other than skips lifts; winches and capstans; jacks
Ship derrick cranes; cranes, including cable cranes; lifting trusses, straddle carriers and
trolleys equipped with crane
Machines and devices for lifting, moving, loading or unloading (e.g. elevators,
escalators, conveyors, ropeways) other

Bulldozers with a fixed or rotary blade, graders, planners, scrapers, mechanical
shovels, excavators, shovel loaders, rammers and road rollers, self-propelled

8430
(except
8430 10 00
8430 31 00
8430 39 00
8430 41 00
8430 49 00)
8439
8440
8441
8442

8443

8444 00
8445

8446
8447
8448

8449 00 00
8450
8451

8452
8453
8454

Other machines and mechanisms for moving, planning, profiling, development,
ramming, compacting, excavating or drilling soil, minerals or ores; equipment for
driving and extracting piles; snow plows and rotary

Equipment for the production of pulp from fibrous cellulosic materials or for the
manufacture or finishing paper or cardboard
Binding machinery, including machines for book block stitching
Equipment for the production of paper products pulp, paper or paperboard, including
cutting machines of all types, other
Machinery, apparatus and fittings (except equipment headings 8456 to 8465) for the
preparation or manufacture of plates, cylinders or other printed forms; plates, cylinders
and other printing forms; plates, cylinders and lithographic stones, prepared for printing
purposes (for example, turned, ground or polished)
Printing machines used for printing through plates, cylinders and other printed
forms of heading 8442; other printers, copiers and fax machines, incorporated or
uncombined; their parts and accessories
Machines for extruding, drawing, texturing or cutting chemical textile materials
Machines for preparing textile fibres; spinning, cane or twisting machines and
other equipment for the manufacture of textile yarn; cocoon winding or winding
(including weft-winding) textile machines and machines, preparing textile yarn for
its use on machines of heading 8446 or 8447
Looms
Knitting machines, knitting machines, for gimp thread, tulle, lace, embroidery, braiding or
netting and tufting cars
Ancillary equipment for use with machines of heading 8444, 8445, 8446 or 8447(e.g.
dobbies, jacquard machines, automatic stop mechanisms, shuttle change mechanisms);
parts and accessories, intended solely or primarily for machines of this heading or heading
items 8444, 8445, 8446 or 8447 (e.g. spindles and flyers, needle headset, combs, dies,
shuttles, shafts and shafts, knitted needles)
Equipment for the production or finishing of felt or felt or non-woven fabrics in the piece
or cut, including equipment for the production of felt hats; blocks for making hats
Washing machines, household or laundry, including machines equipped with wringer
Equipment (other than machines of heading 8450) for washing, cleaning, wringing, drying,
ironing, pressing (including presses for thermosetting materials), bleaching, dyeing,
dressing, finishing, coating or impregnating textile yarn, textile materials or
finished textiles and application machines pastes on a woven or other basis, used in
production of floor coverings such as linoleum; machines for winding, unwinding,
folding, cutting or piercing textile materials
Sewing machines, other than staplers book blocks of heading 8440; furniture, bases and
cases designed specifically for sewing machines; sewing machine needles
Equipment for preparation, tanning or working hides or skins, or for making or
repairing shoes or other articles of hides or skins, other than sewing machines
Converters, ladles, moulds and machines foundries used in metallurgy or foundry
production

8455
8456

8457
8458
8459

8460

8461

8462

8463
8464
8465
8466

8467
8468

8470

8471

8472

8473
8474
(except

Rolling mills and rolls therefor
Machine tools for working all materials by removal of material using a laser or other
light or photon beam, ultrasonic, electric discharge, electrochemical, electron beam, ionbeam or plasma-arc processes; water jet cutting machines
Machining centres, machine tools single-station and multi-station, for processing
metal
Lathes (including lathes multi-purpose) metal-cutting
Metal-cutting machine tools (including modular machine tools linear construction) for
drilling, boring, milling, cutting external or internal threads by removing metal, except for
turning machine tools (including lathes) heading 8458
Peeling and grinding machines, sharpening, grinding, honing, lapping, polishing and for
other operations finishing of metals or cermets with using grinding stones, abrasives or
polishing agents, other than gear cutters, gear grinding or gear finishing machines
heading 8461
Longitudinal planers, cross planers, slotters, broaches, gear cutters, gear grinding or gear
finishing, sawing, cutting and other machine tools for working metals or cermets by
removing material, in elsewhere not named or included
Machine tools (including presses) for working metals die forging, forging or stamping
(other than rolling mills); metal processing machines (including presses, slitting lines and
transverse cutting) bending, edge bending, straightening, cutting, punching, notching or
die-cutting (except for drawing machines); presses for working of metals or metal
carbides, not named above
Machine tools for working metals or cermets without removal of material other
Machine tools for working stone, ceramics, concrete, asbestos cement or similar mineral
materials or for cold working glass
Machine tools (including machines for assembling with nails, staples, glue or other
means) to woodworking, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard plastics or similar hard materials
Parts and accessories intended exclusively or mainly for equipment headings 8456-8465,
including tool holder or parts, self-expanding thread-cutting heads, dividing heads and
other special accessories for equipment; fixtures for fastening of working tools for all
types hand tools
Pneumatic, hydraulic hand tools or with built-in electrical or non-electric motor
Equipment and apparatus for low temperature soldering, brazing or welding, suitable or
unsuitable for cutting, other than by machines and apparatus of heading 8515; machines
and devices for surface heat treatment, gas powered
Calculating machines and pocket recorders, playback and visual presentation of data
with computing functions; accounting machines, postal marking machines, devices
ticket and other similar machines with counting devices; cash registers
Computers and their units; magnetic or optical readers, machines for transferring data to
storage media in coded form and processing machine similar information, elsewhere
named or not included
Office equipment (for example, hectographic or stencil multipliers devices, addressing
machines, automatic banknote dispensers, machines for sorting, counting or packing
coins, machines for sharpening pencils, punching machines or staplers) other
Parts and accessories (except cases, covers for transportation and similar products),
intended solely or primarily for machines of headings 8470 - 8472
Equipment for sorting, screening, separation, washing, grinding, grinding, or mixing of
soil, stone, ores or other minerals in solid (including powder or paste) state; equipment

8474 10 00
8474 20 00
8474 31 00
8474 32 00
8474 39 00)
8475

8476
8477
8478
8479
8480
8481
8482
8483

8484

8485
8486

8487

8501
8502
8503 00
8504
8505

8506
8507

for agglomeration, moulding or casting solid mineral fuels, ceramic compounds,
unhardened cement, gypsum materials or other mineral products in powdered or pasty
state; moulding machines for the manufacture of foundry sand moulds

Electrical or electronic assembly machines lamps, tubes or cathode ray tubes or gasdischarge lamps in glass flasks; machines for manufacture or hot working of glass or glass
products
Vending machines (e.g. for selling postal brands, cigarettes, food products or beverages),
including vending machines for banknotes and coins
Equipment for working rubber or plastics or for the production of products from these
materials, in elsewhere in this group, not named or included
Preparation or preparation equipment tobacco, not elsewhere in this group named or not
included
Machinery and mechanical devices having individual functions, elsewhere in this groups
not named or included
Moulds for foundries; foundry pallets; foundry models; metal casting moulds (except
moulds), metal carbides, glass, mineral materials, rubber or plastics
Taps, valves, faucets and similar fittings for pipelines, boilers, reservoirs, cisterns, tanks
or similar containers, including reducing and thermostatic valves
Ball or roller bearings
Transmission shafts (including cam and cranked) and cranks; bearing housings and
plain bearings for shafts; gears and gears; ball or roller screw gears; gearboxes and others
speed variators, including torque converters; flywheels and pulleys, including pulley
blocks; couplings and shaft coupling devices (including universal joints)
Gaskets and similar fittings sheet metal combined with other material or consisting of two
or more layers of metal; sets or sets of gaskets and similar connecting elements, different
in composition, packed in bags, envelopes or similar packaging; mechanical seals
Additive manufacturing machines
Machinery and apparatus used exclusively or mainly for the production of semiconductor
boules or plates, semiconductor devices, electronic integrated circuits or flat display
panels; machines and equipment, named in Note 11(B) to this Chapter;
parts and accessories
Parts of equipment not fitted with electrical connections, insulators, contacts, coils or
other electrical parts, elsewhere in this groups not named or included
Electric motors and generators (other than generating sets)
Electric generating sets and rotating electrical converters
Parts intended exclusively for or in mainly for machines of heading 8501 or 8502
Electric transformers, static electrical converters (for example, rectifiers), inductors and
chokes
Electromagnets; permanent magnets and products, destined to become permanent
magnets after magnetization; electromagnetic or permanent magnet chucks, grippers
and similar fixing devices; electromagnetic clutches, clutches and brakes; electromagnetic
lifting heads
Primary cells and primary batteries
Electric accumulators, including separators for them, rectangular (including square) or
other forms

8508
8509
8510
8511

8512
8513
8515

8516

8518

8519
8521
8522
8524
8530

8531

8532
8533
8535

8536

Vacuum cleaners
Household electromechanical machines with built-in electric motor, except commercial
vacuum cleaners items 8508
Shavers, hair clippers and hair removal devices with built-in electric motor
Ignition or starting electrical equipment internal combustion engines with spark
ignition or compression ignition (e.g. magnetos, ignition coils, spark plugs ignition, glow
plugs, starters); generators (for example, direct or alternating current) and breakers of
the type used in conjunction with such engines
Electrical lighting or signalling (except for products of heading 8539), windshield wipers,
defrosters and defoggers used on bicycles or motor vehicles
Portable electric lamps powered by own energy source (e.g. batteries dry cells,
accumulators, magnetos), except lighting equipment of heading 8512
Machinery and apparatus for electrical (including electric gas heating), laser or other
light or photon, ultrasonic, electron beam, magnetic-pulse or plasma-arc low
temperature soldering, high temperature soldering or welding, whether they can perform
cutting operations or not; machines and electrical apparatus for hot spraying
metals or cermets
Instantaneous electric water heaters or storage (capacitive) and electric heaters
submersible; electrical heating equipment space and ground heating, electrothermalhair
care appliances (e.g. dryers for hair, curlers, curling irons) and hand dryers; electric irons;
other household electric heaters; electrical heating resistors other than those specified in
heading 8545
Microphones and stands therefor; loudspeakers, mounted or not mounted in housings;
headphones and telephones headphone, combined or not combined with a microphone,
and kits consisting from a microphone and one or more speakers;
electric amplifiers of sound frequency; electric sound amplification kits
Sound recording apparatus or sound-reproducing
Video recording apparatus or video playback, combined or not combined with video tuner
Parts and accessories suitable for use exclusively or mainly with apparatus heading 8519
or 8521
Flat panel display modules, also with touch screen
Electrical devices for signalling, providing security or traffic control for railway roads, tram
lines, highways, inland waterways, parking facilities, ports or airfields (except equipment
for commercial items 8608)
Sound or visual electrical equipment signalling (for example, calls, sirens, indicator panels,
signalling devices security or fire fighting devices signal), other than equipment of heading
8512 or 8530
Electric capacitors, permanent, variable or tuning
Electrical resistors (including rheostats and potentiometers), except for heating elements
Electrical apparatus for switching or protection of electrical circuits or for connections to
electrical circuits or in electrical circuits (e.g. switches, switches, breakers, fuses, lightning
rods, voltage limiters, surge suppressors voltages, current collectors, current collectors
and other connectors, junction boxes) for voltage over 1000 V
Electrical apparatus for switching or protection of electrical circuits or for connections to
electrical circuits or in electrical circuits (e.g. switches, switches, breakers, relays, fuses,
extinguishers power surges, plugs and sockets, lamp sockets and other connectors,
junction boxes) for voltage not more than 1000V; connectors for optical fibres, fibre optic
bundles or cables

8537

8538
8539
8540

8545
8546
8547

8548 00
8549
8601
8602
8603
8604 00 00

8605 00 00
8606
8607
8608 00 00

8609 00
8702
8703
8704
8705

8706 00
8707

Consoles, panels, consoles, tables, distribution shields and bases for electrical equipment
other, equipped with two or more devices heading 8535 or 8536, for the administration
or distribution of electric current, including devices or devices of the group 90 and digital
control devices, except switching devices of heading 8517
Parts intended solely for or in mainly for apparatus of heading 8535, 8536 or 8537
Incandescent or discharge lamps, electric, including sealed directional light lamps, and
also ultraviolet or infrared lamps; arc lamps; light-emitting diode (LED) light sources
Lamps and electronic tubes with thermionic cathode, cold cathode or photocathode (for
example, vacuum or vapor or gas-filled lamps and tubes, mercury arc rectifying lamps and
tubes and cathode ray tubes, television transmission tubes)
Carbon electrodes, carbon brushes, carbons for lamps or batteries and articles of graphite
or other types carbon with or without metal, other, used in electrical engineering
Electrical insulators of any material
Insulating fittings for electrical machines, devices or equipment manufactured entirely of
insulating materials, not counting some metal components (e.g. threaded cartridges)
mounted during moulding solely for the purpose of assembly, except for insulators
heading 8546; pipes for electrical wiring and connecting parts for them, of non-precious
metal lined with insulating material
Parts of electrical equipment or apparatus, in elsewhere in this group, not named or
included
Electrical and electronic waste and scrap products
Railway locomotives, powered by an external source of electricity, or rechargeable
Other railway locomotives; locomotive tenders
Motorized railway or tram cars passenger, goods or baggage, open platforms other than
those of heading 8604
Self-propelled vehicles or non-self-propelled, intended for repair or maintenance of
railway or tram tracks (for example, workshop cars, cranes, sleeper tamping machines
machines, control and measuring cars and path inspection vehicles)
Railway or tram cars, passenger non-self-propelled; baggage wagons, postal and other
special railway or trams, non-self-propelled (except for those included in heading 8604)
Railway or tramway wagons, freight non-self-propelled
Parts of railway or motor locomotives tramcars or rolling stock
Track equipment and devices for railway or tram tracks; mechanical (including
electromechanical) signalling equipment, support devices security or traffic control on
railway roads, tramways, highways, inland waterways, parking facilities, ports or airfields;
parts of said devices and equipment
Containers (including receptacles for the carriage liquids or gases), specially designed and
equipped to carry one or more modes of transport
Motor vehicles intended for the transport of 10 people or more, including the driver
Cars and other motor vehicles intended for manner for the transport of people (except
for motor vehicles of heading 8702), including utility vans and racing cars
Motor vehicles for transportation cargo
Motor vehicles of special destination (for example, trucks emergency, truck cranes, fire
trucks products, concrete mixer trucks, cleaning vehicles roads, watering vehicles, car
repair shops, vehicles with X-ray units), except used to transport passengers or goods
Chassis with installed engines for motor vehicles of headings 8701 - 8705
Bodies (including cabs) for motor vehicles headings 8701 - 8705

8708
8709

8711
8712 00
8713
8714
8715 00
8716
8807
(except
8807 10 00
8807 20 00
8807 30 00)
9002

9003
9004
9005
9006
9007
9008
9010
9011
9012
9014
9015

9016 00
9017

Motor vehicle parts and accessories headings 8701 - 8705
Industrial vehicles, self-propelled, not equipped with lifting or loading devices used in
factories, warehouses, ports or airports for the transport of goods for short distances;
tractors used in railway station platforms; parts the above vehicles
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and bicycles with installed auxiliary engine, with
wheelchairs or without them; strollers
Bicycles and other bicycles (including tricycles for delivery cargo) without engine
Wheelchairs for disabled people whether or not equipped with an engine or other
mechanical devices for movement
Vehicle parts and accessories headings 8711 - 8713
Baby carriages and parts thereof
Trailers and semi-trailers; other non-self-propelled vehicles; their parts
Parts of aircraft of heading 8801, 8802, 8806

Lenses, prisms, mirrors and other optical elements, of any material, assembled, which are
parts of tools and appliances or devices for them, except for such elements from
optically untreated glass
Frames and fittings for spectacles, goggles or similar optical instruments and parts thereof
Spectacles, goggles and similar optical devices, corrective, protective or other
Binoculars, monoculars, other spotting scopes and their fittings; other astronomical
instruments and their fittings other than radio astronomy instruments
Photographic cameras (other than motion picture cameras); flashes and flash lamps other
than gas discharge lamps items 8539
Motion picture cameras and projectors, whether or not containing sound recordings or
sound-reproducing devices
Image projectors other than cinematographic; photographic enlargers and projection
equipment reduced images (except cinematic)
Apparatus and equipment for photographic laboratories (including film laboratories),
elsewhere in this groups not named or included; negatoscopes; projection screens
Compound optical microscopes, including microscopes for microphotography,
microcinegraphy or micro projection
Microscopes other than optical microscopes; diffraction apparatuses
Directional compasses; other navigational aids and instruments
Surveying appliances and instruments or topographic (including photogrammetric),
hydrographic, oceanographic, hydrological, meteorological or geophysical, except for
compasses; rangefinders
Balances of 0.05 g sensitivity or better, with weights or without them
Drawing, marking or mathematical calculations (for example, drawing machines,
pantographs, protractors, drawing sets, slide rules, disk calculators); hand tools for
measuring linear dimensions (for example, measuring rods and tape measures,
micrometers, calipers), in elsewhere in this group, not named or included

9018

9019

9020 00 00
9021

9022

9023 00
9024
9025

9026

9027
(except
9027 50 00)

9028
9029

9030

9031
9032
9033 00 00

Instruments and devices used in medicine, surgery, dentistry or veterinary medicine,
including scintigraphic equipment, equipment other electromedical and devices for vision
research
Mechanotherapy devices; massage apparatus; equipment for psychological tests for
ability definitions; ozone equipment, oxygen and aerosol therapy, artificial breathing or
other therapeutic respiratory equipment
Other respiratory equipment and gas masks, except for protective masks without
mechanical parts and replacement filters
Orthopedic appliances, including crutches, surgical belts and bandages; tires and others
devices for the treatment of fractures; body parts artificial; hearing aids and others
devices that are worn on oneself, with oneself or implanted in the body to compensate
for the defect body or its inoperability
Apparatus based on use x-ray, alpha, beta, gamma or other ionizing radiation, intended
or not intended for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary use, including radiographic
equipment or radiotherapy, x-ray tubes and other x-ray generators, generators high
voltage, boards and control panels, screens, tables, chairs and similar articles for
examination or treatment
Instruments, apparatus and models intended for demonstration purposes (for example,
in training or exposure) not suitable for another use
Hardness testing machines and apparatus, strength, compression, elasticity or other
mechanical properties of materials (e.g. metals, wood, textiles, paper, plastics)
Hydrometers and similar instruments for immersion in liquid, thermometers, pyrometers,
barometers, hygrometers and psychrometers, with recorder or no recorder devices, and
any combination of these devices
Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking flow, level, pressure or other
variables characteristics of liquids or gases (for example, flow meters, level indicators,
manometers, heat meters), except for devices and equipment of commercial items 9014,
9015, 9028 or 9032
Devices and equipment for physical or chemical analysis (e.g. polarimeters,
refractometers, spectrometers, gas or smoke analysers); devices and equipment for
measurement or control of viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or similar;
instruments and apparatus for measuring or controlling the amount of heat, sound or
light (including exposure meters); microtomes
Meters for the supply or production of gas, liquid or electricity, including calibrating
Revolution counters, quantity counters products, taximeters, counters miles, pedometers
and similar appliances; speedometers and tachometers, except instruments and
instruments of heading 9014 or 9015; stroboscopes
Oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers, other instruments and apparatus for measuring or
controlling electrical quantities, except for measuring appliances of heading 9028;
appliances and apparatus for detecting or measuring alpha, beta, gamma, x-ray, cosmic
or other ionizing radiation
Measuring or control instruments, devices and machines, not elsewhere in this group
named or not included; projectors profile
Instruments and apparatus for automatic regulation or management
Parts and accessories (elsewhere in this groups not named or included) to machines,
appliances, instruments or apparatus groups 90

APPENDIX No. 4
Certain types of telecommunications equipment, parts and materials in respect of which, on a
temporary basis, export permit procedure
8517

8523

8525

8526
8527
8528

8529
8534 00
8541

8542
8543
8544

9001

9013

Telephone sets, including telephone sets for cellular networks or other wireless networks
communications; other equipment for transmitting or receiving voice, images or other
data, including equipment for communication over a wired or wireless network (for
example, in a local or wide area communication network), except transmitting or
receiving apparatus of heading 8443, 8525, 8527 or 8528
Disks, tapes, solid state non-volatile storage devices, "intelligent cards" and other media
for recording sound or other phenomena, recorded or unrecorded, including matrices and
master disks for the manufacture of disks, except products group 37
Transmitting apparatus for radio broadcasting or television, including or not including in
its composition of the reception, sound recording or sound reproducing equipment;
television cameras, digital cameras and camcorders
Radar, radio navigation and remote control radio equipment
Radio broadcast reception apparatus, combined or not combined in one housing with
sound recording or reproducing equipment or watch
Monitors and projectors not including receiving television equipment; equipment
reception for television communications, including or not including broadcast radio
receiver or apparatus for recording or reproducing sound or image
Parts designed exclusively or primarily for for apparatus of headings 8524 - 8528
Printed diagrams
Semiconductor devices (e.g. diodes, transistors, converters based on semiconductors);
photosensitive semiconductor devices, including photovoltaic cells, assembled or not
assembled in modules, mounted or not mounted in panels; light-emitting diodes (LED),
assembled or not assembled with other light-emitting diodes (LED); piezoelectric crystals
assemblies
Electronic integrated circuits
Electrical machines and apparatus having individual functions, elsewhere in this group
not named or included
Insulated wires (including enamelled or anodized), cables (including coaxial cables) and
other insulated electrical conductors with connecting devices or without them; cables
fibre optic, made up of fibres with individual shells, regardless of whether or not they are
assembled with electrical conductors or connecting devices
Optical fibres and optical fibre bundles; fibre optic cables, other than those specified in
heading 8544; sheets and plates polarizing material; lenses (including contact), prisms,
mirrors and other optical elements, of any material, unframed, other than such elements
made of optically untreated glass
Lasers other than laser diodes; appliances and tools optical, other, not elsewhere in this
Chapter named or not included

APPENDIX No. 5
Certain types of laboratory, mining, exploration, geophysical equipment and parts to it, in respect of
which on a temporary basis, a permissive procedure for the export is introduced

3006 10
3006 40 00
3006 70 00

pharmaceutical products; surgical catgut sterile

7304 23 00

Other conventional drill pipes

8205 59
8207 19

Tools for drilling equipment: tools for removing the aperture of the telemetry system
Equipment for oilfield, drilling, geological exploration: calibrators for drilling oil and gas
wells types KL, KLS

8405 10 00

Gas generators or water gas generators with cleaning plants or without them; acetylene
and similar gas generators gas generators with or without purification plants them; for
civil aircraft
Drilling equipment used for work in oil and gas industry (hydraulic power plant for
pumping drilling mud into drill rods)
Machinery, industrial or laboratory with electric or non-electric heating to process
materials in the process with temperature changes such as heating, boiling, roasting,
distillation, rectification, sterilization, pasteurization, steaming, drying, evaporation,
condensing or cooling, except machinery and equipment used in domestic purposes; flow
or storage water heaters (capacitive), non-electric; for medical industry
Centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers; equipment and devices for filtering or
purification of liquids or gases; for filtering or water purification
Centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers; equipment and devices for filtering or
purification of liquids or gases; for filtering or cleaning drinks other than water
Centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers; equipment and devices for filtering or
purification of liquids or gases; other
Equipment for driving and extracting piles; self-propelled, other, drilling equipment

8412 29
8419 40 00

8421 21 00
8421 22 00
8421 29 00
8430 10 00
8430 31 00
8430 39 00
8430 41 00
8430 49 00
8431
8474 10 00

8474 20 00

8474 31 00

Grasping and hanging equipment drill pipe strings when drilling oil and gas wells
Equipment for sorting, screening, separating, washing, grinding, grinding, mixing or
mixing of soil, stone, ores or other minerals in solid (including powder or paste) state;
equipment for agglomeration, moulding or casting solid mineral fuels, ceramic
compounds, unhardened cement, gypsum materials or other mineral products in
powdered or pasty state; moulding machines for the manufacture of foundry sand
moulds; machines for sorting, screening, separation or washing
Equipment for sorting, screening, separating, washing, grinding, grinding, mixing or
mixing of soil, stone, ores or other minerals in solid (including powder or paste) state;
equipment for agglomeration, moulding or casting solid mineral fuels, ceramic
compounds, unhardened cement, gypsum materials or other mineral products in
powdered or pasty state; moulding machines for the manufacture of foundry sand
moulds; crushing machines or grinding
Equipment for sorting, screening, separating, washing, grinding, grinding, mixing or
mixing of soil, stone, ores or other minerals in solid (including powder or paste) state;

8474 32 00

8474 39 00

8481 80

8514
(except

8526 91
8536 50

9005 10
9005 80

9006 40
9006 53
9006 59 000
9011 10

9011 20

9011 80 00
9012 10

9015

equipment for agglomeration, moulding or casting solid mineral fuels, ceramic
compounds, unhardened cement, gypsum materials or other mineral products in
powdered or pasty state; moulding machines for the manufacture of foundry sand
moulds; concrete mixers or mortar mixers
Equipment for sorting, screening, separation, washing, grinding, grinding, mixing or
mixing of soil, stone, ores or other minerals in solid (including powder or paste) state;
equipment for agglomeration, moulding or casting solid mineral fuels, ceramic
compounds, unhardened cement, gypsum materials or other mineral products in
powdered or pasty state; moulding machines for the manufacture of foundry sand
moulds; mineral mixing machines substances with bitumen
Equipment for sorting, screening, separating, washing, grinding, grinding, mixing or
mixing of soil, stone, ores or other minerals in solid (including powder or paste) state;
equipment for agglomeration, moulding or casting solid mineral fuels, ceramic
compounds, unhardened cement, gypsum materials or other mineral products in
powdered or pasty state; moulding machines for the manufacture of foundry sand
moulds; others
Taps, valves, faucets and similar fittings for pipelines, boilers, reservoirs, cisterns, tanks or
similar containers, including reducing and thermostatic valves; taps, valves and fittings for
sinks, washbasins, bidets, water tanks, bathtubs and the like equipment
Furnaces and chambers industrial or laboratory electric (including those operating on the
basis of phenomena of induction or dielectric losses); industrial 851419 10 or laboratory
equipment for heat treatment of materials using phenomena of induction or dielectric
losses
Radar, radio navigation and remote control radio equipment; radio navigation equipment
Switches for voltage not exceeding V used in seismic vibrator electromagnetic speed
control pedal seismic vibrator electromagnetic sensor
Binoculars, monoculars, other spotting scopes and their fittings; other astronomical
instruments and their fittings, except for radio astronomical instruments; binoculars
Binoculars, monoculars, other spotting scopes and their fittings; other astronomical
instruments and their fittings, except for radio astronomical instruments; other
appliances
Instant cameras snapshot
Cameras other
Compound optical microscopes, including microscopes for microphotography,
microcinegraphy or microprojections; furnished with equipment specially designed for
handling and moving semiconductor wafers or photomasks
Compound optical microscopes, including microscopes for microphotography,
microcinegraphy or microprojections; microscopes for microphotographs provided with
equipment, specially designed for handling and moving semiconductor wafers or
photomasks
Compound optical microscopes, including microscopes for microphotography,
microcinegraphy or microprojections; other microscopes
Microscopes other than optical microscopes; diffraction apparatuses; electron
microscopes, equipped with special designed to manipulate and move semiconductor
wafers or photomasks
Surveying appliances and instruments or topographic (including photogrammetric),
hydrographic, oceanographic, hydrological, meteorological or geophysical (seismic,
seismoacoustic), other than compasses; rangefinders, etc.

9022 13 00
9022 14 00
9022 19 00
9022 21 00
9022 29 00
9022 30 00
9022 90 00
9026 10
9027 10
9027 20 00
9027 30 00
9027 50 00
9027 81 00
9027 89 00
9030 10 00

for use in dentistry, other
for medical, surgical or veterinary use, other
for other uses
Apparatus for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary use
for other uses
X-ray tubes
Other, including parts and accessories
Electronic flow meters, for measuring or flow or level control of liquids.
Devices and equipment for physical or chemical analysis (e.g. polarimeters, refractometers
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysers); devices and equipment measurement or
control of viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or similar; instruments and
apparatus for measuring or controlling the amount of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes; electronic
Instruments and apparatus for detecting or measurements of ionizing radiation;
appliances and apparatus for detecting or measuring ionizing radiation

